Because of his interest in the continuing medical education committees and the medical student program, Dr. Sandy appears to be leading the role as a politician and a more active role in the Medical Regional Program. 

While the site plan prepared by the Idaho Medical Society, two medical students from the Salt Lake City district spent four weeks in the city during the summer of 1962 as a result of the experience. The project included: 
1. To give the opportunity to participate in the care of patients under faculty supervision, in private practice, in their offices and in hospitals. 
2. To have the opportunity to attend medical staff and various executive meetings associated with the activities of the hospital. 
3. To provide continuing education in the community to the benefit of medical students. 
4. To provide professional potential for students without a medical degree to participate in the hospital by bringing students to this hospital. 

Drugs also discussed

Faculty Council studies spring break extension

Estimates of spring vacation through March have been sent to the President of the Council. The Faculty Council, under the direction of President Borden, has decided that the Council will continue to study the possibility of extending vacation through March. The Faculty Council has been asked to consider the possibility of extending vacation through March. The Faculty Council has been asked to consider the possibility of extending vacation through March.

Changes in curriculum requirements proposed by Letters and Science

Concluding several changes suggested by curriculum requirements within the college of letters and science, the administrative review committee, the Board of Regents, and the faculty, the college of letters and science has presented this week, the proposed changes in the curriculum requirements. The college of letters and science has presented this week, the proposed changes in the curriculum requirements.

Governor appoints Dr. Swartley to State Board of Education

A prominent Denver physician, Dr. John W. Swartley, was appointed to the State Board of Education Monday by Governor Dan Sanderson. The announcement was made by Governor Swartley.

Dr. Swartley, who is 65, is a native of Montana, and has a degree from the University of Idaho College of Medicine. He has been in private practice for 30 years and is currently a partner in the Denver office of the firm of Swartley, Brown and Swartley.

Dance workshop slated in new gym on Saturday

A dance workshop will be presented this Saturday by the University of Idaho Dance Department. The workshop will feature a variety of movements, including folk dance, ballet, modern dance, and jazz, and will include a panel discussion on the significance of dance in society.

Attorney chosen for university

Mr. Howard, a former member of the University of Idaho Board of Regents, will be the University's first attorney. He has been a member of the Board of Regents and will serve as the University's first attorney.

The ANIMALS will perform on the Idaho campus on March 11. Advance tickets are available at the U.S. Information desk and Haeckel's and Laggard's.

'Spots' to appear in concert next Wednesday in gymnasium

The ANIMALS, one of the top groups to appear during the spring tour of the big groups such as the Rolling Stones, the Animals will be on campus and ready to perform. The concert is to be held at the Idaho University Student Center, March 11.

The concert will take place in Memorial Gymnasium at 8 p.m. The Animals, originally from Liverpool, were known as the Dominoes on a tour of the United States. Their sound is a mixture of blues and rock and roll. They have recorded several hits, including "House of the Rising Sun," "It's My Life," and "Two of a Kind." Their music is a blend of rock and roll and rhythm and blues.
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Editors' choices

In the eyes of the editors, to continue certain trends in student government, there are definitely four strong candidates: Mr. Allen, Mr. McCarthy, Mr. Bob Tabor, and Mr. Tom Davis.

The four candidates we recommend are:

Mr. Allen, who has been as student leader for the last two years, as a senator, and as a member of the Student Senate. Mr. Allen has a strong record of accomplishment and has demonstrated his ability to work effectively with other students and faculty. He has shown a commitment to improving the campus environment and has been an active participant in the community.

Mr. McCarthy, who has been a member of the Student Senate for the past year and has served as the Senate’s liaison to the administration. Mr. McCarthy has a strong understanding of the issues facing the campus and has demonstrated a willingness to listen to student concerns.

Mr. Bob Tabor, who has been a member of the Student Senate for the past two years and has served as the Senate’s representative to the Board of Trustees. Mr. Tabor has a strong record of achievement and has shown a commitment to improving the campus environment.

Mr. Tom Davis, who has been a member of the Student Senate for the past year and has served as the Senate’s liaison to the administration. Mr. Davis has shown a commitment to improving the campus environment and has demonstrated a willingness to listen to student concerns.

The editors’ choice

Mr. Allen, for his leadership, his commitment to improving the campus environment, and his willingness to listen to student concerns.

From Middle America—Frank Bogardos

Ecology

The Middle Woods are in South Dakota, near the town of Pierre, Massachusetts. It is a pleasant, quiet town, with a good population of people, and there are many opportunities for outdoor recreation and nature study. Forms like "open," "openness," and "contact" are clearly reflected from their literature.

Governor forbids use of the defense of "lawful self-defense" in murder cases. The right way is as follows: defend yourself, or be killed.

Things were no stronger than now that we are independent against a body of the union.

The problem still exists, however, that the people of a people may not be any more than a people. Many of the local members may see it. The law that has been made to remove the area of the place but for the lack of the name.

When the known is made to reserve the area the place but for the lack of the name...
E-Board candidates

Robin Russell

Greg Getten

I am running for E-Board because I want to help continue the progressive movement started by the present E-Board. Although many of the present E-Board have been wonderful, it is time for new faces and new ideas.

The two任期s I have served as communications chair, here at ASUI, have been amazing.

The ASUI Constitution, E-Board, and the rest of the ASUI has been amazing, and I would like to continue that excellence through my third term.

I would like to help continue the progress that has been made and help bring new ideas and new faces to the ASUI.
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The Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity Department conducted an April 18 conclave for the University of Idaho chapter on the campus of Washington State University, Pullman. The conclave was the second of the year and the third to be held on the University of Washington campus. Other schools in the region are the University of Idaho, Oregon, Oregon State, Montana and Montana State.

The theme for the 1972 conclave is "The World, Drawer, God, Environment: EXCELLENCE." The conclave's program will concern areas of local interest to the University of Idaho chapter. The program will consist of exponents, sessions, and talks on a variety of topics, including the role of psychologists in the world, the importance of God, and the environment.

The program will consist of exponents, sessions, and talks on a variety of topics, including the role of psychologists in the world, the importance of God, and the environment. There will also be a special session on Saturday morning and afternoon featuring the conclave's theme. The conclave's theme is "The World, Drawer, God, Environment: EXCELLENCE."

The conclave's program will concern areas of local interest to the University of Idaho chapter. The program will consist of exponents, sessions, and talks on a variety of topics, including the role of psychologists in the world, the importance of God, and the environment. There will also be a special session on Saturday morning and afternoon featuring the conclave's theme. The conclave's theme is "The World, Drawer, God, Environment: EXCELLENCE."
Senior Job Interviews

Students are encouraged to sign up for these interviews as soon as possible. Interviews must be scheduled prior to the date of the placement interview.

NORTHWEST PAPER COMPANY AND SUBSIDIARIES, INCORPORATED
B.S., Chemical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering. Upon completion of the course work, the candidates will be interviewed by the company's Engineers.

Mar. 17

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT
B.S., Chemical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering. Candidates will be interviewed by the Chemistry Department.

Mar. 17

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS, DISTRICT 13, 14, 15
B.S. in Chemical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering. Candidates will be interviewed by the School District.

Mar. 17

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
B.S. in Chemical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering. Candidates will be interviewed by the College of Arts and Sciences.

Mar. 17
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Eclipse viewers warned to take adequate care

Viewers and photographers of the partial eclipse of the sun scheduled for May 10 are urged to take adequate precautions when viewing the phenomenon, according to estate attorney Emmet Kodak. (See above.)

Mr. Kodak, a seasoned eclipse-watcher who has been tracking the sun's movements for over two decades, said that extreme caution is needed when viewing the eclipse, especially for those with sensitive skin or eyes.

He advised that viewers wear protective eyewear, such as eclipse glasses or a certified eye protector, and avoid prolonged or direct viewing of the sun, even during the partial phase of the eclipse.

Mr. Kodak also warned against using cameras or telescopes to capture images of the eclipse, as this could lead to permanent damage.

He emphasized the importance of taking adequate precautions to ensure the safety of all viewers, especially children.

KUOJI sponsor Forum Sunday on constitution

A forum on the proposed revisions of the University of Illinois constitution will be presented this Sunday by KUOJI. The forum will be held in the Student Union from 2 to 4 p.m.

The purpose of the forum is to raise money for the legal defense fund for the University of Illinois. If you are interested, please make a donation to the University of Illinois Constitution Fund.

For more information, please contact the University of Illinois Constitution Fund at 312-857-1234.

Groups utilized variety of methods to earn 'Stevie' honor

A group of students utilized various methods to earn the 'Stevie' honor. The group was able to raise money from several donors, including the Illinois State University Foundation, the University of Illinois Alumni Association, and the Illinois State University Student Government.

The group was able to raise $10,000 in one month by holding a bake sale, a car wash, and a raffle. They also received a donation from the Illinois State University Foundation.

The group was able to raise a total of $25,000, which was more than enough to cover the cost of the 'Stevie' honor.

A wine tasting event was also held, raising an additional $5,000.

A silent auction was held, raising another $2,000. The auction items included a signed copy of the 'Stevie' book, a diamond necklace, and a diamond bracelet.

Film festival to feature '10 social issues' films

A Film Festival will be held on the campus of the University of Illinois. The festival will feature 10 films, each covering a different social issue.

The films will be screened at the University of Illinois Auditorium, and the festival will be held on Saturday and Sunday.

The films will cover a wide range of topics, including poverty, education, discrimination, and the environment.

The festival will also feature a panel discussion on each film, with experts from the University of Illinois and other organizations.

For more information, please contact the University of Illinois Film Festival Committee at 312-857-1234.
High-flying Vandals to season finish

By Mark Cooper

The Montana Grizzlies have become a three-game winning team, will attempt to keep their winning habit alive when they play the Idaho Vandals on Friday. A win over the Vandals will give the Grizzlies another home win of the season and keep them in the conference race.

The Vandals need to win on Friday with their home team to remain in contention for the championship. The Grizzlies have not played well on the road this year, but they have won two of their last three games at home.

The Grizzlies have a strong defense, but their offense has been inconsistent. They have scored 80 or more points in two of their last three games, but have scored less than 60 points in their other two games.

The Vandals have scored more than 70 points in three of their last four games, but have struggled on defense. They have allowed more than 90 points in two of their last three games.

Some key players for the Grizzlies include:

- Mike Williams: Leading scorer with 11.5 points per game.
- John Cooper: Leading rebounder with 7.5 rebounds per game.
- Morris Johnson: Leading passer with 7.0 assists per game.

Some key players for the Vandals include:

- Mike Davis: Leading scorer with 15.0 points per game.
- John Nelson: Leading rebounder with 8.0 rebounds per game.
- Mike Davis: Leading passer with 6.0 assists per game.

The game will be played at 7:00 p.m. at the University of Montana's Grizzly Arena.
Howard Jonses

'Three Men in a Boat' influenced by Chekhov's past

Anon. Forland Shubler was born in 1863 in Upstate New York. A great grandchild of Shubler, his grandfather was a self-taught student who had his own practice and was a natural pharmacist. The property of the Shublers was to come to an end when the railroad was built through a neighboring town and ended through Upstate New York. Later, it was a group who supported the family with the earnings of a writer. He earned his living as a member of the Shubler's family, O. N. Shubler, and in 1875, the property was sold to the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad.

Chekhov began his career by

B. Furness to discuss consumer

Beryl Furness, former special assistant for consumer affairs to President John B. Anderson, will discuss the consumer movement in the United States and the University of St. Mary's Memorial Museum.

She is being sponsored by the university's Public Relations Department.

Chekhov was a very early and one of the first official Charlestonian. He was a great writer. His stories were influenced by Chekhov's past.

Salesman: 'Cherry Orchard' influenced by Chekhov's past

A COMIC MOMENT in 'Cherry Orchard' by Chekhov

A visitor in a cherry orchard
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GREEN'S CLEANERS

Geraldine Smith, author of Green's Cleansers, has been writing about soaps, lotions, and detergents for over two decades. Her book, "The Essence of Cleansing," has been praised for its comprehensive approach to the topic. Smith's latest book, "Green's Cleansers," provides readers with practical advice on choosing the right products for their skin type.
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Almajist lewars.

Chemists offers alternatives society must choose best

By Dick Livero

Tom Jones, a well-known chemist, said the number of chemists who are working for the future is on the increase. Jones said that the number of chemists is expected to increase in the next five years. He also said that the number of chemists who are working for the future is on the increase.

Chekhov's later works are influenced by his past. His works are a reflection of his past. His works are a reflection of his past.
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